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1 A Letter to my Nephew

Dear James:

I have begun this letter five times and torn it up five times. I keep seeing your face,
which is also the face of your father and my brother. I have known both of you all your
lives and have carried your daddy in my arms and on my shoulders, kissed him and
spanked him and watched him learn to walk. I don’t know if you have known anybody
from that far back, if you have loved anybody that long, first as an infant, then as a
child, then as a man. You gain a strange perspective on time and human pain and effort.

Other people cannot see what I see whenever I look into your father’s face, for behind
your father’s face as it is today are all those other faces which were his. Let him laugh
and I see a cellar your father does not remember and a house he does not remember
and I hear in his present laughter his laughter as a child. Let him curse and I remember
his falling down the cellar steps and howling and I remember with pain his tears which
my hand or your grandmother’s hand so easily wiped away, but no one’s hand can wipe
away those tears he sheds invisibly today which one hears in his laughter and in his
speech and in his songs.

I know what the world has done to my brother and how narrowly he has survived it
and I know, which is much worse, and this is the crime of which I accuse my country and
my countrymen and for which neither I nor time nor history will ever forgive them, that
they have destroyed and are destroying hundreds of thousands of lives and do not know
it and do not want to know it. One can be–indeed, one must strive to become–tough
and philosophical concerning destruction and death, for this is what most of mankind
has been best at since we have heard of war; remember, I said most of mankind, but
it is not permissible that the authors of devastation should also be innocent. It is the
innocence which constitutes the crime.

Now, my dear namesake, these innocent and well meaning people, your countrymen,
have caused you to be born under conditions not far removed from those described for us
by Charles Dickens in the London of more than a hundred years ago. I hear the chorus
of the innocents screaming, “No, this is not true. How bitter you are,” but I am writing
this letter to you to try to tell you something about how to handle them, for most of
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them do not yet really know that you exist. I know the conditions under which you were
born for I was there. Your countrymen were not there and haven’t made it yet. Your
grandmother was also there and no one has ever accused her of being bitter. I suggest
that the innocent check with her. She isn’t hard to find. Your countrymen don’t know
that she exists either, though she has been working for them all their lives.

Well, you were born; here you came, something like fifteen years ago, and though your
father and mother and grandmother, looking about the streets through which they were
carrying you, staring at the walls into which they brought you, had every reason to be
heavy-hearted, yet they were not, for here you were, big James, named for me. You
were a big baby. I was not. Here you were to be loved. To be loved, baby, hard at once
and forever to strengthen you against the loveless world. Remember that. I know how
black it looks today for you. It looked black that day too. Yes, we were trembling. We
have not stopped trembling yet, but if we had not loved each other, none of us would
have survived, and now you must survive because we love you and for the sake of your
children and your children’s children.

1.1 ***

This innocent country set you down in a ghetto in which, in fact, it intended that you
should perish. Let me spell out precisely what I mean by that for the heart of the
matter is here and the crux of my dispute with my country. You were born where you
were born and faced the future that you faced because you were black and for no other
reason. The limits to your ambition were thus expected to be settled. You were born
into a society which spelled out with brutal clarity and in as many ways as possible
that you were a worthless human being. You were not expected to aspire to excellence.
You were expected to make peace with mediocrity. Wherever you have turned, James,
in your short time on this earth, you have been told where you could go and what you
could do and how you could do it, where you could live and whom you could marry.

I know your countrymen do not agree with me here and I hear them. saying, “You
exaggerate.” They do not know Harlem and I do. So do you. Take no one’s word
for anything, including mine, but trust your experience. Know whence you came. If
you know whence you came, there is really no limit to where you can go. The details
and symbols of your life have been deliberately constructed to make you believe what
white people say about you. Please try to remember that what they believe, as well
as what they do and cause you to endure, does not testify to your inferiority, but to
their inhumanity and fear. Please try to be clear, dear James, through the storm which
rages about your youthful head today, about the reality which lies behind the words
“acceptance” and “integration.” There is no reason for you to try to become like white
men and there is no basis whatever for their impertinent assumption that they must
accept you. The really terrible thing, old buddy, is that you must accept them, and I
mean that very seriously. You must accept them and accept them with love, for these
innocent people have no other hope. They are in effect still trapped in a history which
they do not understand and until they understand it, they cannot be released from it.
They have had to believe for many years, and for innumerable reasons, that black men
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are inferior to white men.
Many of them indeed know better, but as you will discover, people find it very difficult

to act on what they know. To act is to be committed and to be committed is to be in
danger. In this case the danger in the minds and hearts of most white Americans is the
loss of their identity. Try to imagine how you would feel if you woke up one morning
to find the sun shivering and all the stars aflame. You would be frightened because it
is out of the order of nature. Any upheaval in the universe is terrifying because it so
profoundly attacks one’s sense of one’s own reality. Well, the black man has functioned
in the white man’s world as a fixed star, as an immovable pillar, and as he moves out of
his place, heaven and earth are shaken to their foundations.

You don’t be afraid. I said it was intended that you should perish, in the ghetto, perish
by never being allowed to go beyond and behind the white man’s definition, by never
being allowed to spell your proper name. You have, and many of us have, defeated this
intention and by a terrible law, a terrible paradox, those innocents who believed that
your imprisonment made them safe are losing their grasp of reality. But these men are
your brothers, your lost younger brothers, and if the word “integration” means anything,
this is what it means, that we with love shall force our brothers to see themselves as
they are, to cease fleeing from reality and begin to change it, for this is your home, my
friend. Do not be driven from it. Great men have done great things here and will again
and we can make America what America must become.

It will be hard, James, but you come from sturdy peasant stock, men who picked
cotton, dammed rivers, built railroads, and in the teeth of the most terrifying odds,
achieved an unassailable and monumental dignity. You come from a long line of great
poets, some of the greatest poets since Homer. One of them said, “The very time I
thought I was lost, my dungeon shook and my chains fell off.” You know and I know
that the country is celebrating one hundred years of freedom one hundred years too
early. We cannot be free until they are free. God bless you, James, and Godspeed.

Your uncle, JAMES
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2 Poetry

2.1 Untitled - by James Baldwin

Lord,

when you send the rain

think about it, please,

a little?

Do

not get carried away

by the sound of falling water,

the marvelous light

on the falling water.

I

am beneath that water.

It falls with great force

and the light

Blinds

me to the light.

2.2 I want a president - by Zoe Leonard

“I want a dyke for president. I want a person with AIDS for president and I
want a fag for vice president and I want someone with no health insurance
and I want someone who grew up in a place where the earth is so saturated
with toxic waste that they didn’t have a choice about getting leukemia. I
want a president that had an abortion at sixteen and I want a candidate
who isn’t the lesser of two evils and I want a president who lost their last
lover to AIDS, who still sees that in their eyes every time they lay down to
rest, who held their lover in their arms and knew they were dying. I want
a president with no air-conditioning, a president who has stood in line at
the clinic, at the DMV, at the welfare office, and has been unemployed
and laid off and sexually harassed and gaybashed and deported. I want
someone who has spent the night in the tombs and had a cross burned
on their lawn and survived rape. I want someone who has been in love
and been hurt, who respects sex, who has made mistakes and learned
from them. I want a Black woman for president. I want someone with
bad teeth and an attitude, someone who has eaten that nasty hospital
food, someone who crossdresses and has done drugs and been in therapy.
I want someone who has committed civil disobedience. And I want to
know why this isn’t possible. I want to know why we started learning
somewhere down the line that a president is always a clown. Always a
john and never a hooker. Always a boss and never a worker. Always a
liar, always a thief, and never caught.”
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2.3 Fugitivity is immanent to the thing but is manifest transversally - by
Fred Moten

1.

between the object and the floor

the couch is a pedestal and a shawl

and just woke up her hair. she never

ever leaves the floating other house

but through some stories they call.

later that was her name the collaborator

of things shine in the picture. hand

flew off her early hair though held

by flowers. later her name was grete.

her hair feels angles by flowers that

before her name was shori the

penetrator in the history of no décor.

the station agent intimate with tight

spaces refuse to hit back or be carried.

later her name was danielle goldman

and his serene highness thierry henry.

her head is cut off by a shadow of primary

folded streets she harrass with enjoyment.

later her name is piet. she come from cubie

with the whole club economy in her hand.

when she reclines her head is lifted
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by a turn, someone’s arm they left there.

later her name was elouise. watch her

move into the story she still move

2.

and tear shit up. always a pleasure the banned

deep brown of faces in the otherwise

whack. the cruel disposed won’t stand

still. apparatus tear shit up and

always. you see they can’t get off when

they get off. some stateless folks

spurn the pleasure they are driven

to be and strive against. man, hit me again.

2.4 Ossuary VIII - by Dionne Brand

Havana. Yasmine arrived one early evening,

the stem of an orange dress,

a duffle bag, limp, with no possessions

the sea assaulted the city walls,

the air,

the birds assaulted the sea

she’s not coastal,

more used to the interiors of northern cities,

not even their ancillary, tranquil green-black lakes

though nothing was ever tranquil about her,

being there out of her elemental America

unsettles her, untethers her

being alive, being human, its monotony

discomfited her anyway, the opaque nowness,

the awareness, at its primal core, of nothing
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a temporary ache of safety,

leafed her back like unfurling fiddleheads,

she glimpsed below the obdurate seduction of Atlantic

and island shore,

when they landed, a contradiction,

a peppery drizzle, an afternoon’s soft sun

the oiled air of Havana pushed its way onto the airplane,

leavened, domestic,

the Tupelov cabin like an oven darkening bread

she was alive in this place,

missing forever from her life in the other,

a moment’s sentimentality could not find a deep home

what had been her life, what collection of events?

these then, the detonations,

the ones that led her to José Marti Airport

so first the language she would never quite learn,

though determined, where the word for her,

nevertheless, was compa~nera

and there she lived on rations of diction,

shortened syntax, the argot and tenses of babies,

she became allegorical, she lost metaphors, irony

in a small room so perfect she could paseo its rectangle,

in forty-four exact steps,

a room so redolent with brightness

cut in half by a fibrous bed,

made patient by the sometimish stove,

the reluctant taps, the smell of things filled with salt water

through the city’s wrecked avenidas,

she would find the Malecón, the great sea wall

of lovers and thieves, jineteras and jineteros

and there the urban sea washed anxiety from her,

her suspicious nature found,

her leather-slippered foot against a coral niche
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no avoiding the increment of observation here,

in small places small things get their notice,

not just her new sign language

oh yesterday, you were in a green skirt,

where’s your smile today,

oh you were late to the corner on Tuesday

don’t you remember we spoke at midday,

last week near the Coppelia,

you had your faraway handbag

your cigarette eyes,

your fine-toothed comb

for grooming peacocks, anise seeds in your mouth

you asked for a little lemon water,

you had wings in your hands,

you read me a few pages from your indelible books

what makes your eyes water so,

I almost drowned in them on Friday,

let me kiss your broken back, your tobacco lips

she recalled nothing of their encounters,

but why,

so brilliant at detail usually

the green skirt, the orange dress, the errant smile,

the middays all dissolved into

three, five, ten months in Havana

one night she walks fully clothed, like Bird,

into the oily pearly of the sea’s surface,

coral and cartilage, bone and air, infrangible

and how she could walk straight out, her dress,

her bangles, her locking hair, soluble,

and how despite all she could not stay there
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